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Chennai is the capital city of Tamil Nadu, positioned along on the Coromandel Coast off the Bayof
Bengal. Chennai is the 4th most densely populated metropolitan is India. As of 2011, Chennaiâ€™s
population was counted to be 70 million. Chennai is well known for its seashores and scenic
splendor. Presently there are many beaches in and around Chennai. Marina, Covelong and Elliots
are the vital ones. Chennai is a multiple cultural, multi lingual metropolis and is usually crammed
with vacationer all year along.

Long the location of earlier coastal settlements, Madras was instituted in 1639 when the British East
India Company (represented by Francis Day and Andrew Cogan and aided by a local translator Beri
Thimappa) was approved land to construct a trading settlement by the regional ruler (Nayak) of the
suburb of Vandavasi, Damerla Venkatapathy Nayak. The document of the land grant is dated 22
August 1639, and hence Madras celebrates its special birthday on 22 August each year as Madras
day.

Each of the cityâ€™s destinations varies from places of worship to enjoyable parks, family spots,
historical locations to museums, architectural marvels and other important structures. Erodeon the
other hand is one of the district in South India. It is located at the heart of the South Indiaâ€™s cape
about 400 kilometres southwest from the city of Chennai and on the banks of the rivers Cauvery and
Bhavani.

By taking the Chennai Erode bus, one can easily reach Chennai and experience the fun and
excitement of the road trip. However, if you wish to get Chennai Erode bus tickets, do the online
booking early. Securing a seat just before the day of travel may become difficult on weekends or
during festive season.

The city, being a major metropolis of India, demands a robust bus service that can cater to the
needs of people coming not only from Chennai but also from other parts of the country. Incidentally,
Chennai to Erode and vice versa bus route is highly interesting, offering visual delight through the
way of wonderful natural sceneries.  The cities are at a distance of about 500 kilometers from each
other and can be easily reached by public or private buses in just 12-14 hours.

For any other information related to Chennai Erode bus service, please feel free to give us a call or
visit our website. We treat all our visitors as special and will be glad to be of any assistance.
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